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Petersen Conference 1990



Piet Hein discovered Hex in 1942

Parentesen KU December 1942



1. Just

2. Moving forward

3. Finite

4. Full information

5. Strategic

6. Decisive (no draw)



Politiken Dec. 26, 1942



Life as a game of Hex

Life is almost 

like a play

Easy – hard

Decide your way

With the simplest 

Rules you start

Most easy then

To make it hard.
(transl. BT)



John Nash, b. 1928, (a beautiful mind) 

discovered Hex in 1948-1949



Non-cooperative Games

John F. Nash Jr. (21 år gammel)



Stockholm 1994



Removed scenes from the movie

A Beautiful Mind



John Nash’s 

Hex theorem

• The first player has a winning 

strategy

(but a winning first move for for the 

first player in nxn Hex is not known 

with mathematical certainty – not 

then and not now!) 

Proof:  Strategy stealing.



Martin Gardner 1957 
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Martin Gardner 1914-2010  



Claude Berge playing Hex 1974
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Yöhei Yamasaki, Osaka University



Claude Berge and Ryan Hayward  in 

Marseilles 1992



PS: THE FIRST HEX PLAYING MACHINE (ANALOG)  WAS CREATED BY CLAUDE 

SHANNON AND E.F.MORE  IN 1953 AT BELL LABS



Paris juli 2004



MARTIN GARDNER 1957:

There are a number of variations on the basic 

theme of Hex, including a version in which 

each player tries to force his opponent to 

make a chain. According to a clever proof 

devised by Robert Winder, a graduate 

student  of mathematics at Princeton, the 

first player can always win this game on a 

board which has an even number of cells on 

a side, and the second player can always win 

on a board with an odd number.



VARIATION:  Rex

(Reverse Hex  or  Misère Hex)

• Objective: Avoid creating a chain between 
your two sides!

• The game cannot end in draw (hence either 
the first or the second player has a winning 
strategy)

• On an nxn board with n even the first player 
has a winning strategy (Evans 1974)

• On an nxn board with n odd the second 
player has a winning strategy (Lagarias and 
Sleator 1999)



Not both can avoid making a chain, 

i.e. not both can win Misère Hex



Hex and Brouwer’s Fix-point Theorem

• Brouwer’s Fix-point 
Theorem was an important 
tool for John Nash when the 
theory of the Nash 
equilibrium was developed.

• David Gale proved in 1979 
that  NOT BOTH CAN 
AVOID A CHAIN is 
equivalent to Brouwer’s 
Fixpoint Theorem.



David Gale’s proof (1979) 

NOT BOTH CAN AVOID A CHAIN

This argument holds for general Hex, i.e.  any

PLANAR 3-REGULAR 2-CONNECTED GRAPH



Evans 1974:

For Rex and n even, the acute corner is a 

winning first move for the first player



Lagarias and Sleator 1999



Hayward, Toft and Henderson 2011?



Terminated Rex (TRex) is Rex with the addition:

the game stops when there is just one emty 

field left (i.e. there should always be a choice!).



Rex on an nxn-board with n even:

• Let the first player (White) play the non-losing 
strategy from TRex. THIS IS A WINNING 
STRATEGY FOR THE FIRST PLAYER IN REX:

• Either the second player (Black) creates a black 
chain or TRex ends with one emty field left. In the 
Rex game that field has to be chosen by Black 
and a black chain is formed!

• If also Black plays the non-loosing strategy from 
TRex, then the Rex game will be decided only 
when the board is full.  



Rex on an nxn-board with n odd:

• Let the second player (Black) play the non-losing 
staraegy from TRex. THIS IS A WINNING 
STRATEGY FOR THE SECOND PLAYER IN REX:

• Either the first player (White) creates a white 
chain or TRex ends with one emty field left. In the 
Rex game that field has to be chosen by White 
and a White chain is formed!

• If also White plays the non-loosing strategy from 
TRex, then the Rex game will be decided only 
when the board is full.  



Rex on an nxn board with odd n:

(second player has winning strategy)

• What is a winning move for the second player 

(Black) after the first player’s (White’s) first 

move?

• ANSWER: Black plays symmetrically (around a 

diagonal) with the first move by White.

• Proof: After these two moves the board is 

symmetric – we can use strategy stealing - and 

the TRex argument applies!

• What if the first move by White is in the center?



Rex on an nxn board with odd n:

(second player has winning strategy)



Rex on an nxn board with even n:

(first player has winning strategy)

• What is a winning first move for the first 
player (White) ?

• ANSWER (EVANS’ THEOREM 1974): White 
plays the acute corner.

• IN ADDITION (Hayward, Toft and Henderson 
2011): Also the cell adjacent to the acute 
corner on the white side is a winning first 
move for White.

• We have a new proof (shoter and simpler 
than Evans’).



Lemma (inspired by Evans)



Proof of Evans’ Theorem:

For n even the acute corner is a winning first 

move for the first player (White).



If n is odd and the first move for the first player 

(White) is in the center, then the acute corner is a 

winning first move for the second player (Black).





Possible problems

• In our proofs, where we deduce from F to T, 
exactly where is the change from F to T ? 

• For n odd, is the acute corner always a 
winning first move for the second player, no 
matter what the first player’s first move is?

• Is the mathematical difficulty in Rex to 
determine losing moves (for the player with a 
winning strategy) rather than winning moves 
(and thus also in this respect reverse to Hex) ?



Probleme, die es wert sind,

in Angriff genommen zu werden,

beweisen ihren Wert,

indem sie sich sperren.

Ein Problem zeigt sich 

des Angriffs wert

wenn es sich 

dagegen wehrt 



Thank you very much for your attention!


